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Kassel, May 14, 2019 
 
Press invitation 
 
bauhaus | documenta. Vision and Brand  
May 24–September 8, 2019 
 
 
Press conference and exhibition preview: May 23, 2019, 11.30am  
Neue Galerie 
Schöne Aussicht 1, 34117 Kassel  
 
Welcoming address 
Sabine Schormann, Director General documenta und Museum Fridericianum gGmbH 
Reiner Finkeldey, President University of Kassel  
 
About the project  
Philipp Oswalt, curator (Professor for Architectural Theory and Design, University of 
Kassel) 
 
Exhibition tour with the curators 
Daniel Tyradellis and Philipp Oswalt 	 
 
Press information:  
 
The exhibition bauhaus | documenta. Vision and Brand reflects upon the two 
institutions Bauhaus and documenta for the first time in comparison. The 100th 
anniversary of the Bauhaus in 2019 offers an opportunity to view the development 
of the two institutions, both of which have become cultural brands, and 
simultaneously to critically examine them. To what extent have the brands 
remained true to themselves in terms of their commitment to innovation and 
progress? To what extent have they been appropriated to serve certain interests? 
Thus, the exhibition also offers a view of the role and function that art and culture 
can have in society today. 
 
Both Bauhaus, founded 100 years ago in Weimar, and documenta, mounted for the first 
time in 1955 in Kassel, stand today for a tradition of modernism and avant-garde in 
Germany, for visionary cultural brands with an international standing and the belief in 
artistic innovation and art’s ability to reform society. They both developed their own 
idealist values and have achieved almost popular international renown. 
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On the basis of installations, documentary objects, statistical material, and original 
artworks the exhibition creates a course through seven thematic rooms, from the 
genesis and first visions of the two cultural institutions up to today’s reception. The 
artists displayed include Marianne Brandt, Marcel Breuer, Bazon Brock, Hans Haacke, 
Wassily Kandinsky, Barbara Klemm, Aleksandr Ptuschko and Gilles Raynaldy. 
 
Divided into seven thematic sections, the exhibition investigates mediation strategies 
and media reception, power and influences, ideals, values and usability: What 
motivates people, institutions, and entire cities to engage with art and culture? What 
kinds of mediation are there? Who makes the important decisions regarding choice, 
representation and effect? And who are the target groups: who is reached? And who 
isn’t? Philipp Oswalt, one of the two curators of the exhibition emphasizes: "Viewing 
Bauhaus and documenta in comparison provides completely new insights into the two 
culture brands. At the same time, it critically interrogates the promise that art has an 
emancipatory effect on society." 
 
Curated by Philipp Oswalt and Daniel Tyradellis the exhibition is flanked by a virtual 
exhibition devoted to the topic of "How much Bauhaus is in documenta? Seeking 
traces" (Launch: August 15, 2019), as well as a book encompassing all parts of the 
project published by Spector Books, entitled "bauhaus | documenta. Vision and Brand" 
and a symposium titled "Never been modern? Bauhaus and documenta in true affinity" 
(June 14–15, 2019, Kunsthochschule Kassel). 
 
 

The virtual exhibition 
 
"How much Bauhaus is in documenta? Seeking traces" 
The virtual exhibition explores how Bauhaus concepts have inscribed themselves in 
documenta, in terms of the choice of artists and design. For example, Bauhaus 
influenced documenta founder Arnold Bode and his most important collaborators, 
including Bauhaus student Fritz Winter. 300 works by 17 Bauhaus members were 
shown at the first three documenta exhibitions, and the visual appearance of 
documenta has parallels with Bauhaus graphics. The virtual exhibition documents 
these links and puts them up for discussion in a vivid way.  
Launch: August 15, 6:30pm, Fridericianum, Friedrichsplatz 18, 34117 Kassel 
 
 
The publication 
 
The publication (editors: Birgit Jooss, Philipp Oswalt and Daniel Tyradellis) combines 
the thematic focuses of the show with art-historical perspectives of the virtual 
exhibition. The richly illustrated publication contains essays by Gerda Breuer, Kathryn 
W. Floyd, Walter Grasskamp, Annette Tietenberg, Fred Turner, Wolfgang Ullrich and 
many more, as well as excerpts from historical sources. The publication deals with the 
origins of the two culture brands, their identities, forms of transfer, as well as the 
visions of the brands today. Published by Spector Books, Leipzig. 
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The symposium 
"Never been modern? Bauhaus and documenta in true affinity" 
The public symposium, conceived by Heinz Bude, deals with implicit narratives of 
modernity of Bauhaus and of documenta exhibitions. The original constellations in 
Weimar and Kassel are discussed as well as metamorphoses documenta has 
undergone in transit through New Delhi, St. Lucia, and Lagos (all documenta 11), Kabul 
(documenta 13) and Athens (documenta 14). Where do the two intertwined narratives 
come from? What developments, struggles, and dynamics have they experienced? 
With which others have they affiliated themselves? And what threads have been 
woven out of this? 
With contributions by Beatrice von Bismarck, Eckhart Gillen, Walter Grasskamp, 
Astrid Mania, Nina Tessa Zahner (among others). 
June 14–15, 2019, Hörsaal Kunsthochschule Kassel, Menzelstraße 13–15, 34121 Kassel 
 
 

 

 

 

A project by the documenta archiv and the University of Kassel in cooperation with 

the Museumslandschaft Hessen Kassel.  

 

With the generous support of the Hessen State Ministry for Higher Education, 

Research and the Arts, the The Cultural Foundation of Hessen, and Kasseler 

Sparkasse. 

 
Project coordinators: Birgit Jooss, Philipp Oswalt 
Curators of the exhibition: Philipp Oswalt, Daniel Tyradellis 
Curator of the virtual exhibition: Birgit Jooss 
Concept of the symposium: Heinz Bude 
Project management: Andrea Linnenkohl 
Research & project team: Martin Groh, Harald Kimpel, Frank Werner  
 
 
Press images for download are available at:  
https://www.documenta-archiv.de/de/information/presse/1758/bauhaus-documenta-
vision-und-marke  
 
Press contact 
documenta und Museum Fridericianum gGmbH  
Johanna Köhler  
T +49 561 70727-2520	 
presse@documenta.de 
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bauhaus | documenta. Vision und Marke  
24.5.–8.9.2019 
 
Übersicht Bildmaterial zum Download / List of press images available for download 
 
 
Bildmaterial zum Download unter / Press images are available for download at: 
https://www.documenta-archiv.de/de/information/presse/1758/bauhaus-documenta-
vision-und-marke  
 
 
 
 Zur Ausstellung / For the exhibition 
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Bildnachweis / Image Credit:  
Collage von TheGreenEyl unter Verwendung der Fotografien von: 
Wilhelm Wagenfeld, Bauhaus-Leuchte, Metallversion, Bauhaus 
Weimar, 1924, © VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn 2019; Haus-Rucker-Co, 
Oase Nr. 7, documenta 5, 1972, © Günther Zamp Kelp,  
© VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn 2019 (für Klaus Pinter und Joerg Ortner), 
© documenta archiv / Foto: Carl Eberth 
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Bildnachweis / Image Credit:  
Collage von TheGreenEyl unter Verwendung der Fotografien von: 
Wilhelm Wagenfeld, Bauhaus-Leuchte, Metallversion, Bauhaus 
Weimar, 1924, © VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn 2019; Haus-Rucker-Co, 
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© VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn 2019 (für Klaus Pinter und Joerg Ortner), 
© documenta archiv / Foto: Carl Eberth 
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3. 

 

Bildnachweis / Image Credit:  
Wassily Kandinsky, Hornform, 1924, Öl auf Pappe,  
57,5 x 49,4, cm, B90. © bpk/ Nationalgalerie, SMB/  
Jörg P. Anders 
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Nationalgalerie, 1953 erworben 
durch das Land Berlin 

4. 

 

Bildnachweis / Image Credit:  
documenta 9 Merchandising-Produkt, 1992 
Foto: documenta archiv, Privatsammlung 
 

  
Zur Virtuellen Ausstellung / For the virtual exhibition 
 
5. 

 

Bildnachweis / Image Credit:  
Ausstellungsansicht des Treppenhauses des Museum 
Fridericianum mit Wirkteppich von Fritz Winter. documenta 2 
(1959). Inv.Nr.: docA, MS, d2-DCA-005-18.001-d02.022, © 
documenta archiv / Foto: Günther Becker 
 

6. 

 

Bildnachweis / Image Credit:  
Ausstellungsansicht mit Werken von Oskar Schlemmer. Erste 
documenta (1955). Inv.Nr.: docA, MS, DCA-005-18.001-d01.027 
© documenta archiv / Foto: Günther Becker 
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Bildnachweis / Image Credit:  
Oskar Schlemmer und Johannes Itten, »Utopia. Dokumente der 
Wirklichkeit«, Coverentwurf 1921, Sammlung Derda, Berlin, © VG 
Bild-Kunst, Bonn 2019 
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DE Bauhaus und documenta sind zwei global erfolg-
reiche kulturelle Marken, die für ein weltoffenes, innovatives 
und modernes Deutschland stehen. Entstanden sind beide vor 
dem Hintergrund von Zivilisationsbrüchen, und beide stehen 
exemplarisch für die Idee der emanzipativen Kraft von Kunst 
und Kultur. Die Parallelbetrachtung zeigt ihre Gemeinsamkei-
ten und Unterschiede, die sich teils komplementär gegenüber-
stehen: Hier Massenartikel und alltäglicher Umgang, dort die 
Begegnung mit einmaligen Kunstwerken; hier die Idee eines 
Universalismus, dort die Differenzerfahrung; hier die Gestal-
tung von Konsumgütern, dort die Kritik am kapitalistischen 
Konsum. Die Publikation behandelt in kritischen Essays sowie 
ausgewähltem Originalmaterial grundlegende, aber oft über-
sehene Dimensionen der beiden Kulturmarken, über deren 
Profil gegenwärtig wieder kontrovers debattiert wird. Das Buch 
erscheint zur gleichnamigen Ausstellung in der Neuen Galerie 
Kassel, 24. Mai bis 8. September 2019.

EN Bauhaus and documenta are two globally successful 
cultural brands, representing a modern Germany that is both 
cosmopolitan and innovative. They both came into being at a 
time when civilization was in a state of collapse, and they both 
exemplify the idea of the liberating power of art and culture. 
Looking at them in parallel brings out their similarities and dif-
ferences and reveals that to some extent they serve to comple-
ment one another: for the one, the focus is on mass-produced 
articles and their everyday usage; the idea of universalism; 
and the design of consumer goods; for the other, encounters 
with unique artworks; the experience of diversity; and the cri-
tiquing of capitalist consumerism. In a series of critical essays, 
bolstered by a selection of original material, the publication ex-
amines fundamental, yet frequently overlooked aspects of the 
two cultural brands, whose profile is now once again a contro-
versial subject of debate. The book is published in conjunction 
with the exhibition presented at the Neue Galerie Kassel from 
24 May to 8 September 2019.

Ein Projekt des documenta archivs 
und der Universität Kassel  
in Kooperation mit der 
Museumslandschaft Hessen Kassel
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bauhaus | documenta Vision  
and Brand erscheint im Laufe  
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bauhaus | documenta 

Vision und Marke

Bildnachweis / Image Credit: 
Collage von TheGreenEyl unter Verwendung der Foto grafien 
von: Wilhelm Wagenfeld, Bauhaus-Leuchte, Metall version, 
Bauhaus Weimar, 1924, © VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn 2019; Haus-
Rucker-Co, Oase Nr. 7, documenta 5, 1972, © Günther Zamp 
Kelp, © VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn 2019 (für Klaus Pinter und  
Joerg Ortner), © documenta archiv / Foto: Carl Eberth
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bauhaus | documenta. Vision and Brand 
24.5.–8.9.2019 
 
 
Wall texts 
 
bauhaus | documenta. Vision and Brand 
Bauhaus and documenta are among the most successful cultural brands in Germany. 
While the Bauhaus was the cradle of classical modernist architecture, design and art, 
documenta is considered to be the most important international contemporary art 
exhibition. Both arose as reactions to historical twentieth-century crisis situations and 
cultural breaks. Both are connected with a vision of helping to improve society through 
art and culture. 
The exhibition takes up this vision. By having a look behind the scenes, it examines the 
role of art and culture as »brands«. Is brand building a condition for efficiency and 
sustainability? Or does it reveal visions and aspirations? Viewed from this perspective, 
there are striking parallels between Bauhaus and documenta, as well as illuminating 
differences. 
On the basis of seven questions, the exhibition explores fundamental issues. What is 
the vision?  How is a brand established? How can its success be measured? What 
should occur? Whom should be reached? Whom does it interest? What traces can be 
found in everyday life? 
 
The vision of the Bauhaus 
After the experiences of the First World War the Bauhaus, founded as an art school in 
Weimar in 1919, had the ambitious aim of redefining society and investigating what a 
modern lifestyle might be like. Industrial mass production enabled inexpensive 
everyday objects to be manufactured for everyone. Advancements in residential 
construction made it possible to build low-cost housing en masse. For the Bauhaus, this 
was connected from the very outset with the effort to impart a specific utopia of 
togetherness that was embodied in objects and buildings and thus realized in a 
commonplace, practical way. What can be taken up to convey such ideas and visions? 
What can one orient oneself to when designing articles of daily use, homes and 
interiors? How can a uniform movement be created from this? 
 
The vision of documenta 
documenta began with the vision of Kassel artist and curator Arnold Bode (1900–1977) 
to give post-war Germany a new orientation through encounters with contemporary 
art. Bode wrote to the mayor of Kassel in 1953: »Such an art exhibition, in which 
architecture, painting, graphic arts and sculpture are dealt with on an equal footing, 
would provide an overview of the manifestations of the European spirit and become a 
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basis for discussion in order to answer the question of what in the visual arts has a 
historical sense … is still important for us today. This truly European exhibition would 
bring clarity and would be a yardstick.« Bode persuaded the municipal authorities, and 
the first documenta was shown in Kassel in 1955 in parallel with the Federal Garden 
Show. 
 
Founding of brands 
It is taken for granted that Bauhaus is a brand, but this is not so clear with documenta. 
In the eyes of many, using terms such as »product« and »brand« to describe art 
devalues artworks, especially since art is often viewed as an alternative to the 
capitalist view of the world. Yet it has long been clear that art, too, forms a »market« of 
substantial value, and artists have long reacted to this with works that revolve around 
the issue from every conceivable perspective. But what is rarely discussed in this 
context is the fact that a brand can be an effective platform for reaching a wide public 
and thus can sustainably contribute to a broad discussion of important social issues. In 
this respect, the Bauhaus brand can be regarded as a pioneer. 
 
Social living 
One of the Bauhaus’s declared aims was to bring about more affordable and healthier 
living space for all. At the same time, through a reduction to the essential it sought to 
eliminate or at least diminish social differences. First, however, this idea had to made 
attractive to people. To achieve this goal, different model housing developments were 
built, model flats set up, and exhibitions shown in changing places that advertised 
social utopia under the Bauhaus brand and thus created a sales market for the 
institution’s own ideas and products. Not least of all, pictures in magazines led to 
dissemination. 
 
Modern living 
Successful individuals often serve as role models, and so the Bauhaus quickly sought 
to show that well-known and wealthy people of the time lived in the Bauhaus manner. 
Consciously dispensing with pomp, although one could afford it, was a strong 
indication that the idea of modern living might have some merit. This idea soon gained 
momentum, and mixtures of the Bauhaus style and opulent living conditions were seen 
increasingly. Though a social-utopian setback, in economic terms this was a success 
for the Bauhaus brand. 
 
documenta authorities I 
The history of documenta is also a history of ist artistic directions. »What is special 
about documenta is that with each artistic director you start from scratch,« said the 
longtime managing director of documenta, Bernd Leifeld. And as a result, the role it 
plays for the perception of the different works and for the respective documenta as a 
whole changes.To provide an overview of contemporary art, one needs a selection and 
arrangement of the works in the rooms and places available. The following question is 
always asked again and differently: Who chooses and how? And can or must reasons 
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be given for the selection? How much foreknowledge must one have to benefit from a 
visit to documenta? How much explanation and presentation is needed? When does this 
detract from the perception of the art? This is debated each time anew. 
 
documenta education I 
Does art have to be taught? By means of what? Through whom? For whom? Though 
simple, these questions cannot be answered. For this very reason the respective 
answers and practices are characteristic of the social situation in which art is shown 
and put up for discussion at a given time. While at the early documenta exhibitions one 
might have felt committed to the idea of a universality of art for which one only had to 
find suitable forms of presentation, over time it became increasingly apparent that the 
perception of many artworks is contingent on many factors. This gave rise to the age 
of education, which each documenta has had to accommodate ever since. Beyond 
marketing and the desire for high visitor numbers, this also brings up the issue of the 
claim and vision of the documenta idea as such. 
 
documenta authorities II 
While in the early years of documenta the focus was on the selection of artworks and 
their arrangement, since then the works on view have become so numerous that it is 
almost impossible to engage intensively with all of them. The reason for this is both the 
changed notion of what art it is and efforts to represent an increasingly complex world 
by means of art. This surplus is coupled with a stronger orientation to the person and 
the statements of the respective artistic director in his or her assessment of a 
documenta as whole. The documenta brand and its most prominent mastermind are 
therefore now in front of the works, so to speak. This remainsand – every new artistic 
director knows this – extremely ambivalent. However, one needn’t go as far as the art 
historian Stefan Germer, who remarked that documenta curators are »employees 
dependent on the Hessian tourism sector, for which they have to invent a slogan, a 
trend or a theme that gives documenta a direction and thus the public a reason to go 
to Kassel«. 
 
documenta education II 
The question of the right kind of education is a permanent thorn in documenta’s side. 
While on the one hand there is the belief that art has an immediate effect, on the other 
there is a claim to and need for an educational offer that helps people engage with 
the works. Increasingly, those responsible for documenta are rejecting educational 
formats. Instead, specially trained educators, or people consciously not trained to be 
experts, are assuming the role of encouraging visitors to access and perceive the 
works in their own way. Whether this meets their needs and whether this perhaps 
embodies their own gesture of authority, which declares education to again solely be 
a matter between work and viewer, is an open question. For the fact that many 
contemporary artworks can scarcely be understood without specific background 
knowledge can only be disputed by those who possess such knowledge. 
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Historical influencers 
Celebrities such as artists, film stars and intellectuals contributed to the success of 
the Bauhaus as a brand. They demonstrated how one has to live to be at the cutting 
edge of society. Of course, this also made Bauhaus a means of social exclusion. 
Whether that was in line with the original idea of the Bauhaus is questionable. In a 
certain respect, the Bauhaus is doubly suited to this kind of exploitation: By referring to 
the Bauhaus’s political and emancipatory vision, one can convey to oneself and others 
that one is participating in this vision by dealing with Bauhaus or by purchasing 
Bauhaus articles. 
 
Brand appropriations 
Having an interest in the Bauhaus attests to taste, style consciousness and socio-
political interests. Wherever there are only few curves, only little ornateness and little 
ornamentality, a »Bauhaus« diagnosis is usually not far away. The modernity that 
Bauhaus conveys up to the present day, the legacy of a political claim and 
commitment, make it an ideal vehicle for various marketing measures. This is not so 
clear when it comes to the documenta brand. But there is no doubt that documenta not 
only advertises itself, but is also an advertising instrument for the City of Kassel and its 
region, as well as for Germany as a whole. Other companies and labels try time and 
again, and increasingly, to use the image of documenta for their own purposes. Not 
least of all, documenta depends on advertising and merchandising to achieve the 
required revenue. 
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